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Introduction
In stereo matching, the three-dimensional structure of a scene is recovered by finding corresponding pixels in image pairs. The similarity of two pixels is quantitatively computed by a matching cost function. For a pixel in the reference image, the matchable pixel in the second image with the lowest matching cost is selected. Efficient yet accurate extraction of depth from stereo image pairs is required by several systems with low power resources, such as robotics and embedded systems. CNN-based methods compute highly accurate disparity maps, but their need of power-consuming GPUs to compute the many convolutions they are composed of limit their usability on embedded or power-constrained systems. When GPUs cannot be easily used, algorithms for depth estimation are required to provide a reasonable trade-off between accuracy and computational efficiency.

Method
Objects can be recursively decomposed into sets of smaller objects. The MTStereo algorithm that we present exploits contrast information of objects in a hierarchical fashion for efficient stereo matching.

Overview of Intermediate Stages

Quantitative Results
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Our method performs the following steps:

**Pre-processing:** We detect edges in a rectified input image pair by convolution with a Sobel kernel. Subsequently, we perform color quantization to obtain shallower trees which are less expensive to match.

**Max-Tree construction:** The Max-Tree allows storing the hierarchy of connected components resulting from different thresholds. We compute 1D Max-Trees based on the pre-processed image pair, i.e. one based on each row. This can be efficiently constructed with a single pass on the image.

**Coarse-to-fine matching:** We initially match coarse nodes in the tree structures. This can be done efficiently since they are small in number. Thereafter, only descendants of already matched nodes are matched. We deployed a cost function that takes into account contextual information on the Max-Trees and a cost aggregation method that preserves disparity edges.

**Refinement:** Occluded and outlier nodes are removed. Reliable node extrapolation: The disparity map is made more dense and accurate by computing median disparity values of nodes which are vertical neighbors. A disparity map is computed through linear interpolation of endpoint disparity of the matched nodes with the lowest coarseness level.

**Guided pixel matching:** The resulting disparity map was generated assuming all surfaces are perfectly flat due to the used linear interpolation of endpoint disparities. Guided pixel matching is performed to recover surface shape.

**Refinement:** Occluded and outlier pixels are removed.

Conclusions
We proposed a stereo matching method, called MT-Stereo, for systems with low power resources which require efficient and accurate depth estimation. It is based on a hierarchical representation of image pairs with Max-Trees, which we use to identify matching regions along image scan-lines. We deployed a cost function that takes into account contextual information on the Max-trees and a cost aggregation method that preserves disparity edges. Although computing sparse disparity maps, the MTStereo algorithm achieves outputs dense enough for many applications of robot navigation or visual servoing. It does not require GPU computations and can run on devices with low power availability.

The code is available at https://github.com/rbrandt1/MaxTrees/.
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